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CEMETERY ROSE

The COVID-19 pandemic disrupted nearly every aspect of life
all over the world. The Sacramento Historic City Cemetery was
no exception. All tours were cancelled, and the Historic Rose
Garden’s annual Open Garden and Rose Sale was indefinitely
postponed. City staff directed volunteers not to work in the
cemetery. Sheriff’s Work Project crews, who have helped with
the cemetery’s maintenance for many years, no longer work in
the cemetery. The cemetery remained open to the public, and
parks staff continued to report to duty.
The roses didn’t care. The climbing roses along the fence,
pruned by our volunteers and Stephen Scanniello, bloomed
beautifully for months, starting in mid-March with Ramona,
the first to bloom, and ending with “Moser House Shed Rose.”
Within the garden, many repeat-blooming roses bloomed more
than ever, although on smaller plants, responding to the vigorous pruning that they received from Tom Liggett. These roses
bloom on new growth, which pruning stimulates. Onceblooming roses, including species, bloom on old growth, and
produced much fewer flowers than in years past. The poppies,
iris and other companion plants continued to provide color.
While we missed the roses trained on support structures, the
garden was lovely throughout April and into May. We encouraged people on Facebook to come enjoy the beauty and to make
a socially-distanced visit to our beautiful, historic cemetery and
enjoy the roses at their peak.
Many throughout California have stated that this was an incredibly good year for roses, although the season seemed to end
fast. That was certainly the case in the cemetery. Without volunteers to deadhead and weed, the garden became shabby
nearly overnight. Coupled with staff’s aggressive actions to cut
back and dig out roses and companion plants, this is not a good
time to come visit the collection.
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EDITORIAL
The Historic Rose Garden (and the other cemetery gardens and plantings) are entirely appropriate for the
property as the cemetery was originally planted and designed in 1850 as a garden or rural cemetery outside
the then city limits. Cities began to establish such cemeteries as churchyard burial sites filled and a need for
garden settings was recognized as a place for people to visit away from the noise and dirt of downtown.
This was a period before cities began to establish public parks.
The only extant 19th century photograph of Sacramento’s Historic Cemetery (below) taken in 1866 clearly
shows a variety of trees and plants on the grounds and in plots at that time. This approach was recognized
in the Cemetery Master Plan approved by the Sacramento City Council in 2007 and noted in the National
Registration of the site in 2014.
Cemetery volunteers and members of the Old City Cemetery Committee nonprofit agree a Memorandum of
Understand is needed to clarify roles of both city employees and volunteers who support the cemetery. Indeed, the OCCC has supported efforts to develop an MOU with the city for some years. Instead, we are left
with misunderstandings, confusion and frustration. In fact, as the city has changed cemetery management
over the years—with varying results—the only consistent support for the cemetery over the last 30 years has
come from volunteers and OCCC members.
Comments, questions, concerns:
Judy Eitzen, ed.
8698 Elk Grove Blvd.
Suite 1, #271
Elk Grove, CA 95624
Verlaine@citlink.net
www.cemeteryrose.org

Photo is half of a stereoscopic slide at the Library of Congress in
Washington DC, Gems
of California Scenery
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CURATOR’S CORNER

Anita Clevenger

In this newsletter, we’ve written several times in recent years about the role of a curator in our and other
public gardens and museums. The Historic Rose Garden has always been a curated collection, with most
of the plants grown for a reason, recorded in a data base and catalog, and tagged. We often have multiple
clones of the same variety, such as ‘Hermosa’, so we can compare whether roses found in different historic
locations are the same. UC Davis conducted DNA analysis on our ‘Hermosa’ roses some years back. The
plants had different growth habits, but the tests said they were all identical. We are not fully convinced.
Someday, we may find other factors that cause DNA-identical roses to look different from one another. A
mutated gene can produce a rose that is quite dissimilar from its parent. It’s valuable to have these sample
plants in one location where they can be studied and preserved. Not infrequently, we are asked to replace
an exact plant that was lost from its original historic location due to fire, disease, or neglect. It’s always a
pleasure to be able to do so.
It’s hard to be curator of a garden where the entity in charge doesn’t want your involvement. That’s the
situation in the Historic Rose Garden. Not only was I dismissed as a volunteer, the city has denied that
there is any such position as “curator” of the garden and that they are free to do what they like with the
roses. Staff is working with consultant Tom Liggett, a rose expert from San Jose, and interpreting advice
from a preservation consultant. They do not want input from the volunteers who created and maintained
the garden for nearly three decades.
It’s also hard to be the curator of a garden where the entity in charge doesn’t seem to want a garden to exist. We have been told by Mario Lara, director of Youth, Parks and Community Enrichment, that they do
support that the continued existence of a rose garden. However, it may not be called the “Historic Rose
Garden,” and he says it will certainly be less lush and more manicured. Actions speak louder than words.
The loss of our Historic Rose Garden sign is emblematic of the loss of status of the garden. The vision of
city staff is that the plots are burial plots, and we have been told that using them as garden plots is inappropriate. At least one key staff member has stated her desire that the Sacramento Historic City Cemetery
be a cemetery with some roses and other plants, not a garden. This is in direct contradiction of the 2007
Cemetery Master Plan, which states a vision of “historic cemetery, museum, and gardens” for the cemetery, and recognizes that the presence of the gardens are a valuable addition to the cemetery. We agree the
function and history of the cemetery is paramount. However, we do not feel that history and horticulture
are mutually exclusive. While the gardens are a recent addition to the cemetery, under preservation Standards of Rehabilitation, they can be an acceptable “adaptive use,” just as contemporary additions such as
the Fireman’s Bell and the fountain in honor of John Bettencourt. Landscapes don’t have to stay frozen in
time just because a site is federally registered.
However, the die is cast; the city staff has nearly completed taking down all support structures and is in
the process of removing a number of roses and companion plants deemed to be too close to monuments or
pathways, or otherwise offensive. They have also stated their intention to remove colonizing roses, which
we allowed to fill the plots so long as inscriptions on the monuments remained visible. To that end, they
have begun to cut back and dig out the spinossisimas, gallicas, albas and many species. At present, stubs
and clumps of these roses remain, but we don’t know for how long.
(Continued on page 4)
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The first rose removals were done without any notice. Mr. Lara has assured us we will be notified before
any more are removed so we can take cuttings or dig out entire plants. We expect many other roses will be
removed or moved. We do not have any input to this. Staff is moving forward on the same track begun in
2016, when guidelines were established requiring that monuments be visible from every direction approached and that plants be kept at least twelve inches from them and from the edges of plots, without regard to revisions approved in 2019.
What function will the Old City Cemetery Committee (OCCC), under whose aegis the Historic Rose Garden
operated and was funded, have in the future? Volunteers doing hands-on work in the garden will be city
volunteers who will do the bidding of staff, not a self-directed team working under mutually-agreeable
guidelines. The non-profit may still be able to lead history and garden tours, hold fund-raising events,
propagate roses for the annual Open Garden and Rose Sale, and hold “Deadheading at Dusk” and other
work parties. Details on how this will operate are still unknown. The OCCC needs a Memorandum of Understanding with the city to lay out these and many other concerns.
It is not unusual for the pendulum to swing in public gardens. It’s painful to be part of it. Taking a long
view, the cemetery was a decrepit mess forty years ago when the original Old City Cemetery Committee
formed to repair and beautify the cemetery. Our garden was founded in 1992. The OCCC and volunteers
have been the only consistent force supporting the cemetery throughout the decades. The renaissance of
the cemetery made it worth fighting over. We do not believe that staff can, without the consistent volunteer
and financial support of the OCCC, maintain the beauty and success of the cemetery, particularly with the
economic downturn of COVID-19. At some point, the pendulum may begin to swing back. Until that time,
we will do what we can. We’ll maintain an inventory of the roses, make sure cultivars aren’t lost and try to
sustain the integrity of the collection.
A few former rose garden volunteers stand by to work in the garden again as city volunteers. At present,
they cannot do so because of pandemic concerns. As the curator, and chair of the Historic Rose Garden
Committee of the OCCC, I will support them and the garden in any way I can.
A few former rose garden volunteers stand by to work in the garden again as city volunteers. At present,
they cannot do so because of pandemic concerns. As the curator, and chair of the Historic Rose Garden
Committee of the OCCC, I will support them and the garden in any way I can.
Left: Broadway Bed before volunteers
Right: Broadway Bed 2015
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A VIRTUAL ROSE SALE

Anita Clevenger

Volunteers propagated nearly 450 roses at the Cosumnes River College greenhouse for this years’ cancelled
Open Garden. Horticulture Professor Dave Andrews continued to water the roses
throughout the spring semester, with the plan we would move them off-site for
the summer. Six volunteers, who live as far away as Folsom, Antelope and Herald, offered to transport them and care for them until we could sell them at a later
date. When we arrived to pick up the roses, we were stunned at how beautiful
most of the roses looked, especially the 26 plants of Barbara’s Pasture Rose, most
of which bore a huge, pink, fragrant cabbage-like blossom.
Through contacts with other garden curators and past customers, we already had
Crepescule
a list of roses to set aside. We shared a list of the available roses with Charlotte
Owendyk, editor of local rose society newsletters, thinking members might want a
few roses. The list went viral just as we distributed the roses all over the county! Debbie Arrington picked it
up for her Sacramento Digs Gardening blog, the Sacramento County Master Gardeners shared the info, and
garden clubs and other rose societies spread the word. We weren’t organized to do virtual sales, but it was
hard to turn down eager customers who wanted to give our roses forever homes. When the first frenzy settled, we had about 230 roses left to sell.

Mme Antoine Mari

Where are our roses going? Some will be planted at the Banning House in Long
Beach, joining other Sacramento cemetery roses in a heritage rose garden there. Jill
Perry asked for a few for the San Jose Heritage Rose Garden,
and Gregg Lowery of Friends of Vintage Roses is purchasing
some too. One of us is donating 18 roses to the Amador Heritage Rose Garden, a relatively new repository for Mother
Lode found roses. Some will be planted in the Laguna Town
Hall Rose Garden in Elk Grove. Still others are going to indiBarbara’s Pasture
vidual gardeners from Colfax to Pacifica to Mendocino to San
Rose
Diego.

Diane Fenster in Pacifica has been one of our most stalwart customers, usually standing in her trademark beret at the beginning of each Open Garden. She and her husband Miles always arrived
very early and were annoyed if they weren’t the first in line. This year, she was able to secure the roses that
she wanted without having to get out of bed early! Other customers are repeat customers who excitedly
showed photos of roses they had purchased at previous sales and shared stories and memories of garden
tours and classes they had taken in the cemetery over the years. Several talked about how much they enjoyed
Stephen Scanniello’s workshops. One of the sweetest contacts was with a woman who bought “Barbara’s
Apricot Musk” and “Barbara’s Pasture Rose” for her and her twin sister because of their fond memories of
our former curator, Barbara Oliva, who was their second-grade teacher.
All of this enthusiasm was a tonic for us volunteers who have been so disappointed by the turn of events in the cemetery. What we have done over the
years, and the roses that we have propagated and sold, have touched many
lives.

Barbara’s Apricot
Musk
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SHARED WATERS, SHARED TRAITS: Sacramento’s First Eight Nurserymen in Early California
Darrell g.h. Schramm
Whether a gold panner, pioneer, banker, newspaper mogul, miner, merchant, or nurseryman, early Californians were a gambling folk, willing to take risks, to gamble their lives if not their fortunes for a better future.
Many speculated or strove but lost; others became millionaires; still others lost but started over. Some were
indomitable. Certainly that last adjective would apply to most of Sacramento’s first eight nurserymen.
When one thinks about nurseries, most likely honeybees do not
come to mind. Yet six years after the Gold Rush, John S. Harbison (1826-1912) opened a nursery of fruit and shade trees in a
Sacramento area three miles from the City Depot on 10th Street
between I and J Streets. Born in Pennsylvania, he had arrived in
San Francisco via Nicaragua and settled briefly in Calaveras
County in 1854. The following year he relocated and established
his nursery on property in what was then known as Sutterville. In
1857 he imported 67 bee colonies sent on the steamer Northern
Lights. By April 1858, he had sold sixteen of his bee colonies for
$100 each. That same year he constructed special hives with
moveable frames, soon to be known as the Harbison Hive. At the
State Fair in Marysville in August 1858 he displayed his bees. Demand encouraged supply: A second stock of bees arrived late in 1858.

Harbison

In the 1859 season, he sold almost $30,000 worth of bees, soon becoming the state’s largest bee and honey
supplier. Word spread quickly of Harbison’s profit, initiating, according to apiculturist Lee H. Watkins, “the
greatest mass movement of honeybee colonies the world has ever seen.” In short time and short order, numerous importers had shipped thousands of active hives to California. In the spring of 1860, importers set at least
a thousand beehives on vacant lots in Sacramento, creating a public
nuisance. These imports broke the market to such an extent that many
hives sold for as little as $4.00, driving ignorant speculators out of business. Meanwhile, Harbison’s reputation was made; able to continue his
business as usual, selling trees, bees, and honey, he did well.
Before Harbison’s arrival, importers had little or no experience with
beekeeping; consequently, he wrote his book The Beekeeper’s Directory, published in 1861. But new horizons beckoned. With his partner, a
Mr. Goodrich, in 1874 he sold off much of his stock of trees, and, taking
his bees, he moved to San Diego. By 1875 he was acknowledged as the
largest beekeeper and producer of honey in the world. At the time of his
death at age 86, he still owned 100 hives and was bestowed the title
King of the Beekeepers.

Harbison Home

However, honeybees aside, Harbison was not the first to import trees to sell at his nursery. California’s first
nurseryman (of whom much has been written), A.P. Smith (1812-1877), having disembarked in San Francisco
in 1848 before the Gold Rush and seeing a need for fresh vegetables, bought a large acreage from John Sutter
for $5000, money won on gambler’s luck while sailing around the Horn to California. That same year he
opened his market garden nursery. Within four years he had added trees, fruits and flowers, naming his enterprise the A.P. Smith Nursery, later called Smith’s Pleasure Garden. His nursery was one of the first to use irrigation.
(Continued on page 7)
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When in 1854 his orchard harvest was decimated by grasshoppers, Smith refused to give up. In addition to
vegetables, fruit, trees, and ornamental plants, he began to sell roses, some 12,000 roses of—according to
E.J. Wickson—200 varieties by 1857, a number contradicted by Smith’s
own catalogue of the time. Smith named only 87 varieties. The following
year he was growing 15,000 roses. Until 1854 the roses were all cared for
under the hand and eye of Thomas O’Brien, who then left to open his own
nursery. Consistent with the popular roses of the era, Smith sold mostly
Tea (not Hybrid Tea) roses, Hybrid Perpetuals, and Noisettes.
His nursery had thrived for more than a decade when in 1861-62 floods carried away parts of it and ruined the rest but for pear and apple trees. This
was no typical flood. And Sacramento was not the only city or area inundated by the most torrential rains in its current and future history. The nearly
fifty miles from Sacramento to Stockton was one navigable sheet of water
as was much of the region from San Pablo Bay to
Marysville. Like most of the Sacramento Valley, even
Carson Valley in Nevada Territory was a flood plain
under water, a flood the historian Gregory Crouch
called “Noachian.” Valiantly, A.P. Smith rebuilt his
business. To his grief, however, much of it was destroyed in another flood nine years later. Having overextended himself with more supply than demand, he found re-establishment of the
nursery cost-prohibitive. When he died in 1877, he was buried in the Old Historic City
Cemetery of Sacramento.
Smith Headstone

Colonel James Lloyd Lafayette Warren (1805-1896), a Bostonian horticulturist who had
owned Warren’s Floral Saloon, landscaped the gardens of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,
and introduced the tulip and the tomato to Massachusetts. It was with business in mind that he arrived in
San Francisco in 1849. Because he had brought much of his nursery stock
and tools from Boston, he was quick to open a merchandise shop which
later became Warren and Son’s Garden and Nursery at the foot of Sacramento’s J Street. (His only son was John Quincey Adams Warren.) On November 30, 1850, he inaugurated California’s first Thanksgiving dinner.
Indeed, he was a man of firsts.
According to writer Bret Harte, he became the first nurseryman in the state
to exhibit fruit and flowers, this in 1852. That same year he introduced the
camellia to Sacramento, a flower still quite popular in the city today. He
also funded and held the state’s first agricultural fair at his own New England Seed Store on J Street. His nursery catalogue of 1853-54 seems to be
the first in the state. In it he lists 134 different roses, most of them the same
as those he sold in Boston. Despite the popularity of Hybrid Perpetuals at
the time, he offered very few, probably because those roses did not do well
in Massachusetts and so he was less familiar with them. On the other hand,
he is one of a scarcity of nurserymen in the early decades of statehood who
sold Damask roses.
When his business was flooded out, Warren sold most of what he had salvaged and relocated to San Francisco. Determined to do more than sell, he
set out to promulgate floriculture and agriculture throughout the Golden
(Continued on page 8)
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State. His office became popular as an exchange house for seeds, plant specimens, and
agricultural information. Serving as the editor of California Farmer beginning in
1854, he further spurred an interest in and a development of horticultural and agricultural organizations. The newspaper ceased publication in 1892. Largely instrumental
in funding and organizing the first California State Fair, held in San Francisco, he also
helped found the State Agricultural Society. Always an enterprising man, he died at
age 90.
Like Warren, W. R. Strong (1817-1905) arrived in California in 1849 and moved to
Sacramento in 1852 where, with business partner Robert Williamson, he launched
Capital Nurseries on J Street. (J Street appears to have been a kind of nurserymen’s
row.) There he sold, as stated in his ad, “trees and plants of every description.” A ledgJ.L.F. Warren
er kept by rose grower Edward Gill of West Berkeley & Albany indicates that Strong
ordered a number of rose plants from him. Strong’s catalogue shows roses selling in
pots for 75 cents to one dollar, and thirty to fifty cents if on their own roots. But his nursery seems to have focused on trees, fruit, and produce. Whether his nursery was devastated by one or more
floods, I do not know, but Strong did not give up and was still in commerce years later.
According to the February 16, 1880 edition of Sacramento Daily Record-Union, W. R.
Strong was also a Vice-President of the Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Company.
C.B. Strong bought a few lots from him in 1894 and set up a nursery of his own. W. R.
Strong sold the rest of his nursery to Mahlon W. Williamson in 1895 and died ten years
later. Like A.P. Smith, he lies buried in the Old Historic
City Cemetery on 10th and Broadway.
Thomas O’Brien landed in California from Ireland by way
of the Isthmus of Panama in 1850. Moving to Sacramento,
he worked for A.P. Smith until 1854 when he opened his
own Rosedale Nursery, a large establishment on the corner of 26th and B Streets but extending to 31st and D Streets. He raised and sold
asparagus, cucumbers, and other vegetables as well as variegated verbena, phlox,
and other flowers but especially roses.
In the 1861-62 floods, a freight-heavy steamer crashed through a levee on the
American River and skidded into O’Brien’s orchard and house, demolishing the
latter. Undaunted, O’Brien rebuilt his house and nursery, and was still in business in the 1880s. Records indicate he was also a state assemblyman in the early
1860s. As a landscape gardener, he was asked by the city of Sacramento to submit
design plans for the Capitol grounds. To his credit, these were approved.
About 1854 William Muldrow bought a huge tract of land along the American
River adjacent to A.P. Smith’s gardens but nearly four times as large. This tract
became the Muldrow Gardens, producing primarily vegetables. Unfortunately, although he did establish a new
ferry in 1856, Muldrow seemed less interested in his produce gardens than in land speculation and acquisition.
In 1859 Muldrow bought part of John Sutter’s claim to Bodega Ranch, but the claim was determined by the
courts to be invalid. Four years after the U.S. Supreme Court settled the matter of Sutter’s various claims,
mostly not in his favor, Muldrow filed the first of seventeen lawsuits, than another set against specific persons,
estates, and even the City of Sacramento, claiming the land as his own, apparently purchased from Sutter.
Rather than ignore the absurdity of Muldrow’s multitudinous claims, hundreds of citizens began filing their
own suits. The many “vampire” lawsuits merely served to befog what legitimate claims there were. Chaos en(Continued on page 9)
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sued for a time. Then the courts simply dismissed most of the suits and all of Muldrow’s, not least because he
did not show up in court. Another litigation in 1881 involved Muldrow and the Sacramento Valley Sugar Beet
Co., which also had acquired Sutter land, apparently through Muldrow and others. So much for Muldrow
Gardens.
More savory and positive is the story of Charles W. Reed (c.1828-1893) who arrived in California in January
1855. With aforethought, he had brought from New York 10,000 seedlings, 10,000 graftings of fruit trees,
and fifteen bushels of tree seed. Along the Sacramento River “opposite the City,” he set up his Washington
Nursery. By 1861 he was growing about 200,000 trees and other plants for sale, but the floods of 1861-62
destroyed more than half his stock. Like A.P. Smith and Thomas O’Brien, he rolled up his sleeves and started
again. By 1863 he received First Premium from the State Agricultural Society for the best nursery in California.
Six years later he organized the California Silk Culture Association, but the mulberry tree as silk culture was
not successful. Reed was successful, however, in growing roses, 51 different kinds in the early 1880s. When
the codling moth plagued his orchards in 1879, Charles Reed bought 300 hogs and hired a number of men to
pick all the larva-infested fruit and to feed it to the pigs. Much of his crop was saved. He was a man not to be
hindered.
Reed shipped his nursery stock by steamboat, freight wagon, and rail. In fact, he was the first grower to ship
a carload of fruit across the continent. Eventually, he also bought the New England Nursery in Marysville
and in 1891 became co-owner of Reed and Van Gelder Nursery in Sacramento. He died two years later.
In 1851 Peter Kunz (born 1835) arrived on the East Coast from Bavaria. For three years he learned the nursery trade by working for nurseryman and rose specialist Peter Henderson in Jersey City. Leaving for California in 1854, he was soon residing in San Francisco, then in 1856 moved to Sacramento. Here he established
his Empire Nursery with Charles Schiminger who later married the sister of
Kunz’s wife. The devastating floods of 1861-62 demolished—like those of
Smith, O’Brien, and Reed—most of his stock also. Shared waters. About two
months after the deluge, he traveled to San Francisco where he married a
Louisa Ochs. With the coming summer, having paid $300 to clear driftwood
and debris, he restored his business. Two years later he relocated to the corner of Third and R Streets. His nursery specialized in small fruits and rhubarb but also sold evergreens and ornamental plants as well as indulged in
the cut flower trade.
In 1877-78, Kunz assisted with the landscaping of the Capitol grounds which
had been designed by Thomas O’Brien. Although the flood of 1878 destroyed his nursery once again, ads in the Sacramento Daily Union for Empire Nursery suggest Kunz’s fortitude and resolve. He was back in business.

Time and again, floods created havoc with much of Sacramento. But early
nurserymen like A.P. Smith, Thomas O’Brien, W.R. Strong, Charles Reed,
and Peter Kunz, having shared those waters, were determined to succeed
and to provide the city with produce, shade, ornamental plants and flowers,
helping to make the capital the attractive city it is today. They lived up to what Gregory Crouch asserted in
The Bonanza King: “Pacific Coast society expected a man to have the sand to go ‘all in’ in pursuit of the main
chance. That was the whole point of being there. The entire California project was a speculative endeavor.”
Certainly these first eight nurserymen, as a whole, realized that. In all cases but one their endeavors succeeded.
(Continued on page 10)
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Garden Tip for Hot Summers
Climate will affect all plants, roses included. Sacramento’s hot summers bring several
issues:
• Roses with few petals (<25) may go from bud to fully open in a matter of hours
while double blooms and centifolia blossoms take longer to open in the heat.
• Light color roses can fade to white in very hot weather while dark red petals may
sunburn.
• When it is intensely hot and dry as a desert, roses may go almost dormant and
flower production can drop markedly.
Average summertime temperatures in July and August run in the 90’s while record
heat was recorded in July of 114° F and August of 110° F.
Locate your roses where they receive the sunlight they need, while protecting them
from hot afternoon sun. Remember also to keep them away from reflected heat from
fences or buildings. Sunshades are also useful on hot afternoons.

Volunteer Activities
Tours and Events at the Historic City Cemetery have been canceled
through the summer. We may begin to conduct tours in the Fall.
At this time, volunteers are not permitted to work in the Cemetery.
Rose Garden volunteers do plan to propagate roses beginning in late
summer at the Cosumnes River College greenhouse.
Updates will be posted on our website and FaceBook pages.
www.cemeteryrose.org
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APICAL DOMINANCE

Kim Rupert

How do you get roses to bloom lower down on a rose arbor, rather than just at the top? Rose canes taper, becoming narrower as they grow. That means the capillaries also taper. There is something called the adhesion
factor of water. Water will rise above its own level in a tapered tube. Add transpiration where the stomata on
the leaf reverses "sweat", adding to the pressure of the sap rising in the tapered capillaries, and you have apical dominance.
This means the sap pressure is greatest at the ends of the canes. That is what drives or pushes growth. If you
permit the canes to only grow upward, they will get overly long and only flower at their ends. If you spiral or
gently twist them upward, such as around a pillar or post, that will slow that sap pressure and force the buds
along the length of the cane to swell, grow and flower. If, once the canes grow to the desired height, you begin
training them off the vertical, toward the horizontal, you will evenly distribute that sap pressure along the
more horizontal length of cane, causing all those buds along that length to also grow and flower. Ideally, unless there is no other room or you desire the flowers well up a tall height, you don't grow climbing roses
straight up, but begin training them as low as possible depending upon the space and desired effect, so you
have as great a quantity of color as possible.

Ed note: This same principle applies when training roses on a fence or wall, or allowing long
canes on Hybrid Perpetuals and other tall heritage rose varieties to arch naturally. Canes trained
at a 45 to 90 degree angle will produce flowers all
along their canes. Roses produce auxins at the
growth buds at the tips of their canes, which are
also a factor in apical dominance. These auxins
inhibit the growth of lower buds. Tipping the
ends of canes, in addition to training them horizontally, encourages as much growth from lower
buds as11possible.
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